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"Miss yunshang, do you usually have any hobbies?" Chen gongqiu kept a distance from her, and his 

conversation was very appropriate, which reduced Xia yunshang's preconceived views. 

Out of politeness, she smiled and replied, "I'm very busy every day. Basically, I don't have any other 

hobbies." 

"Medical school?!" 

Chen gongqiu was obviously surprised. 

"Yes." 

"Are there so many patients in your small hospital?" 

Small? 

Xia yunshang is of course for a colleague. Use this small word to describe your own hospital. 

"Mr. Chen, your Dongjiang hospital is very big, isn't it?" 

Chen gongqiu smiled. He said impolitely: "yes, Dongjiang hospital is one of the best in North Korea, 

especially in my traditional Chinese medicine department." 

"Are you Chinese medicine?" 

"Why, I don't look like a doctor of traditional Chinese medicine. Ha ha, others say so. It may have 

something to do with my four years of foreign life." 

This childe Chen shows a sense of superiority everywhere. 

This makes Xia yunshang very uncomfortable. 

But she can't say anything. 

When the conversation was over, Xia yunshang wanted to finish it quickly. 

"Dinner is ready." 

Xiao Chen came out of the kitchen at this time, holding the freshly cooked braised fish in his hand. 

This was done according to Xia Guowei's instructions. 

In fact, Zhao Youcai told Zhao Youzhen about this dish in private. 

Chen gongqiu likes this dish very much. 

Xiao Chen arranges the food here. 

Zhao Youzhen and Zhao Youcai went to the table. 

"Are you a fool with good workmanship?" Zhao Youcai nodded with satisfaction. 

Xia Guowei also went to the living room at this time and told Xia yunshang that they had dinner, which 

relieved Xia yunshang. 



She stepped into the restaurant first. 

Taking advantage of Chen gongqiu's absence, Zhao Youzhen whispered, "how's it going?" 

Xia yunshang shook his head slightly. 

Zhao Youzhen frowned. 

She knows her daughter best. She doesn't want such a good backup son-in-law to run away. 

Xia Guowei then pulled Chen gongqiu into the restaurant. 

Zhao Youzhen directly arranged Chen gongqiu beside Xia yunshang. 

"Mom, this position is..." 

Zhao Youzhen glared at her. 

"This is for childe Chen, isn't it?" 

Xia yunshang knew his mother's temper. If it's true, she said it was Xiao Chen's. I don't know how Xiao 

Chen was cleaned up again. 

Here, Zhao Youzhen returned to Xia Guowei and sat down, while Zhao Youcai sat on her right hand. 

"Come on, let's start." 

Zhao Youzhen said and shouted, "Xiao Chen comes to pour wine for everyone." 

Xia yunshang is really speechless. 

After all, Xiao Chen is still her husband. She not only refuses to eat at the table, but also wants others to 

be servants. 

Wait for Xiao Chen to come up with the wine. 

"Xiao Chen, sit down and eat together." 

"What does he eat? He will serve us." 

Zhao Youzhen pointed to Chen gongqiu and said, "go and pour it for childe Chen." 

Xiao Chen went to Chen gongqiu. 

At this time, Mr. Chen is holding out his chopsticks to hold the braised fish. 

He slowly fed the fish into his mouth. 

"Huh?!" 

Chen gongqiu nodded and said, "did you cook this dish?" 

Xiao Chen nodded. 

"Why is it so delicious? It's the first time for me to eat such delicious braised fish." 

Zhao Youcai said faintly, "brother Chen, isn't this a braised fish? As for you praising him so much?" 



Chen gongqiu shook his head. "Brother Zhao, you don't know that braised fish is not only about the soup 

outside, but also the delicious degree of the fish is a test of the chef's skill." 

He said and took another bite of fish. "You see, the fish is as white as snow, which shows that the fish 

itself has not been destroyed in the cooking process, but the delicious flavor complements the soup, 

giving the whole dish a level." 

Chen gongqiu looked at Xiao Chen beside him. "Have you studied cooking before?" 

Xiao Chen shook her head and said, "just follow the instructions of her father-in-law." 

"Me?" 

Xia Guowei was stunned. 

"Look, how much fish can this fool cook?" Zhao Youcai said to Xiao Chen impatiently, "pour wine for 

childe Chen quickly." 

Xiao Chen quickly poured the wine. 

however. For Zhao Youcai, Xiao Chen was really holding back. 

The Xia family can look down on themselves. 

What qualifications do you Zhao family have to treat yourself like this? 

Xiao Chen bit her teeth. 

Think or endure. After all, if Zhao Youzhen's nephew really offends, I'm afraid the mother-in-law will 

look down on him even more. 

to depend on under sb . 's thumb. 

Xiao Chen could only swallow this tone. 

"Hey, what are you thinking? Don't pestle after the wine is poured out. Go down." 

Zhao Youcai waved to Xiao Chen. 

Xiao Chen turned and left. 

"Brother Zhao, you say this man is stupid. I don't think he is." 

"Brother Chen. He is a fool, which Binjiang city knows." 

"But what he said about the tea just now is right, and the braised fish is made by him. How can such a 

person be a fool?" 

"By chance." 

Everyone was talking about whether Xiao Chen was stupid or not on the table. 

Back kitchen. 

Xiao Chen took a gulp of the wine in his hand. 



The anger in his heart really has nowhere to vent. 

I feel bored. 

Xiao Chen went out from the back door of the kitchen. 

Behind this is a small garden of the Xia family. 

He went to the pavilion, in front of which was a pond full of lotus flowers. 

Xiao Chen looked at the landscape in front of her and felt more comfortable. 

At this time. 

Several people in the house also ate the same. 

Zhao Youcai winked at his aunt. He stood up and said, "uncle, I heard your back garden is good. How 

about taking me to see it?" 

Xia Guowei wanted to accompany Chen gongqiu, but his wife kicked him hard below. He understood 

and got up and said, "you talk first, and I'll take a look at the garden." 

The two of them left the room. 

"Uncle, what do you think of Childe Chen?" 

"Well, I'm calm and a doctor. I really match yunshang, but..." 

Zhao Youcai's face sank and said, "but I think the cloud clothes still have a heart for that fool?" 

"Yes." 

"This kind of thing is still early. If you really don't want to give up waiting for yunshang, you can really 

only live a lifetime. Do you have this fool in the Xia family?" 

"Ah?!" 

"Uncle, what are you? Do you think Xiao Chen doesn't want to stay at Xia's house?" 

Xia Guowei thought for a moment, nodded and said, "I understand what you said, but... If he doesn't go, 

we can't help it." 

The two said and walked. Seeing that they came to the pavilion, Zhao Youcai saw Xiao Chen standing by 

the pavilion in a daze. 

In front of him is the pond. 

"Uncle, look." 

Xia Guowei looked and said, "why is he here?" 

I'm going to call Xiao Chen. 

"Wait, uncle, what would happen if he fell into the pond in front of this pavilion?" 

"Xiao Chen doesn't seem to know water. If no one saves him, I'm afraid he'll have to be drowned." 



Xia Guowei then looked at Zhao Youcai and asked, "Why are you asking?" 

Zhao Youcai smiled coldly. 

Xia Guowei seems to understand something. 

His eyes glared. 

"You mean...?" 

 


